
WHAT WAS POTEAT UP TO FROM THE BEGINNING,

AND WHAT ARE WE TO DO ABOUT IT?

R. Melvin Keiser

When Dale suggested the title “What Was Poteat Up To From The Beginning?,” I thought 

“That's what we all would like to know.”  I can make a go at this but I have more questions than 

answers, and I would expect some answers to arise in our colloquy this weekend together at Yale 

Divinity School.  

We could simply say, using the title of his last book, that he was up to recovering the ground.  

And we know that the ground is the mindbody, and the mindbody is the whole person.  So he was up to 

recovering the personal (in Polanyi's sense).  But many questions assail us.  What does this mean; what 

is the mindbody; what is the personal?  How did he get there, and why, moreover, did he stop there?  

More importantly, perhaps, if we take his emphasis on the personal seriously, what are we called to do 

personally when we get to where he was taking us?  Are we to retrace his steps to the ground, 

developing further his arguments against modern dualism, or start from this ground to think afresh with 

and from our own mindbody about self, world, and God postcritically?

As I have plunged back into reading Bill's writings, I am struck by his early theological musings 

and  in his later writing by the minimizing of theological reflection.  Why is this?  If the theological is 

barely visible, what does this mean for thinking theologically from his ground?  Does it mean that the 

ground is not springboard for thinking religiously?  Or is it instead the case that we can think 

religiously in an authentic way only when we situate ourselves in our mindbodily being?  Is the latter 

what he has set us up to do?  What then would a mindbody theology, or personal theology, look like?

I intend in this talk to note salient moments in Bill's development towards the personal ground 

of our being, accompanied by my flagrant questions, and then to make a beginning at answering the 
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call, namely the call implied in his efforts to recover this ground, to move thoughtfully on it towards 

theological insight.  Hence my extension of Dale's title: “What Was Poteat Up To From The 

Beginning, And What Are We To Do About It?”

A POWERFUL BAPTIST ACADEMIC FAMILY

I don't know  much  about Bill's biography, but I do know that he was son to Edwin MacNeill 

Poteat, Jr and Wilda Hardman Poteat, who were Baptist missionaries in China.  His father later became 

president of Colgate Rochester Divinity School and then was pastor twice of Pullen Memorial Baptist 

Church in Raleigh, shaping it through his commitment to the Social Gospel for its future social 

activism against the Viet Nam war and for same-sex justice.  His grandfather, Edwin MacNeill Poteat, 

Sr was president of Furman University; one great-uncle, William Louis (Billy) Poteat, was president of 

Wake Forest University; another great-uncle, Hubert Poteat, was a renowned Latin scholar at Wake 

Forest; and great-aunt, Ida Poteat, was head of the Art Department at Meredith College.  What impact 

did such a distinguished Baptist family have on Bill?  In his early thirties Bill became Episcopalian.  

Why?  Was that in response to his family context, a younger person finding his own independent way?  

Was it the appeal of a church focused on eucharistic ritual rather than the preached word?  How does 

his emphasis on aural hearing and speaking language fit with leaving a tradition focused on words to 

one of visual enactment?

NIEBUHR AT YALE 

After graduating from Oberlin College in 1941, Bill studied at Yale Divinity School, receiving 

his BD in 1944.  H. Richard Niebuhr played a significant role in his thought, as he did for me.  When I 

began casting about for a topic for my dissertation, Bill suggested I work on HRN, with whom I took 

every course he taught the last two years of his life.  We both felt there were postcritical seeds in his 

work, and Bill wanted me to ferret them out.  He registers this intuition in Recovering the Ground: 
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Niebuhr “was most congenial to my own investigations” as we both were “radically shift[ing] away 

from the ground upon which dualism arose” (115-116).i

When Bill studied with Niebuhr, he had already published The Meaning of Revelation (1941). 

While I know nothing about Bill's experience at Yale Divinity School (except one anecdoteii), and 

cannot trace a direct line of influence from HRN to Bill, it is clear to me that HRN is significantly 

present in the background of Bill's developing thought.  HRN's is as well developing, and the trajectory 

is similar, so what each is finding of a postcritical nature resonates with the other.

I think it is safe to say that anyone studying at YDS in the 1940s would have studied with HRN 

and read his The Meaning of Revelation.iii  Reading it and encountering HRN's style of dialogical 

thinking and teaching, whether noticed or not, Bill would have registered the following themes, at least 

in his tacit dimension, that would become important to his later thinking and teaching in his own 

idiosyncratic and scintillating way.

Central to this book is the theme of historical relativism: “that the point of view which a man 

occupies in regarding religious as well as any other sort of reality is of profound importance” (MR 6-7; 

see my Recovering the Personal,iv hence RTP 65).  This means “that all reality has become temporal 

for us.  But our historical relativism affirms the historicity of the subject even more than that of the 

object; man, it points out, is not only in time but time is in man.  Moreover and more significantly, the 

time that is in man is not abstract but particular and concrete; it is not a general category of time but 

rather the time of a definite society with distinct language, economic and political relations, religious 

faith and social organization” (MR 13).

The impact, from HRN's point of view, upon the modern world has been to shatter confidence 

in our words and ideas because they are relative to a standpoint and not universal.  Scepticism and 

solipsism have been the result: that thought is unreliable and we are isolated individuals.  With our 
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language and knowing cut loose from their moorings in community and reality, we come to believe 

“that persons do not belong to the real structure of things in this world” (MR 150).

In our isolation our “imagination can never enter into the knowledge of another self; it is always 

the 'I' that is known and never the 'Thou.'  The self lives in a real isolation in which others serve only as 

mirrors in which the ego is reflected” (MR 101).  Employing Pascal's distinction, HRN says that while 

the head thinks, beneath it the heart reasons.  Nevertheless, in this condition of isolation “the heart 

reasons with ideas borrowed from the head; the participant in life uses the images of an observer of 

life's external aspects” (MR 103).

Our response in the modern world, HRN says, has been to apply critical reason in the hope of 

finding a place of certainty and security.  The more the real and shared world has receded from our 

view, the more self and world appear meaningless.  Trying to deal with this, we moderns speak not in 

terms of inward personal commitment but external conditioning factors.

HRN's response to this crisis of language, thought, and personal being is to embrace, rather than 

reject, historical relativism as an affirmation of our fundamental relatedness.  Within this relatedness in 

time and space HRN distinguishes “external history” and “internal history.”  Historicizing Kant's 

subject/object dualism enables HRN to find a solution by exploring our internal history as the 

dimension of inwardness in which we discover faith as trust that underlies our personal knowing and 

being.

Fundamental to our being as selves is unconscious faith in the objectivity and intelligibility of 

the world: “The acceptance of the reality of what we see in psychological and historically conditioned 

experience is always something of an act of faith; but such faith is inevitable and justifies itself or is 

justified by its fruits.  A critical idealism is always accompanied, openly or disguisedly, by a critical 

realism which accepts on faith the independent reality of what is mediated through sense” (MR 19-20).
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That all knowing is grounded in faith does not mean that it is subjective, for the community 

sharing the same standpoint can confirm the reality that we find in experience: “historic faith, directed 

toward a reality which appears in our history and which is apprehended by historic beings, is not 

private and subjective without possibility of verification.  To be in history is to be in society, though in 

a particular society.  Every view of the universal from the finite standpoint of the individual in such a 

society is subject to the test of experience on the part of companions who look from the same 

standpoint in the same direction as well as to the test of consistency with the principles and concepts 

that have grown out of past experience in the same community” (MR 20-21; RTP 72-74).  

In 1937 HRN uses the phrase “tacit commitments”: “the will is always committed to 

something. . . . Life never begins in a vacuum of freedom, but awakes to its tacit commitments” (KGAv 

103; RTP 80.)vi  He uses it only once and does not return to it after encountering Polanyi's thought 

(probably in 1958 but certainly in 1959).vii  HRN is, however, involved in affirming and describing 

faith as unconscious trust upon which our existing and knowing (including scientific knowing) rely, 

and in noting the bodily tacit responsiveness in a bicycle rider.  Faith is an acritical foundation of 

“convictions which are not subject to criticism since they are the bases of all possible criticism.”  This 

is true of natural science's “faith in the intelligibility and unity of nature” and “the certainty that 

mathematical relations are discernible in all phenomena” (MR 140).

Such acritical trust he sees in Descartes' “certainty of existence” in his “'I think, therefore I am,' 

[which] possessed validity prior to its validation through the service it rendered as a starting point of 

thought” (MR 140).  Using a phrase from Santayana, HRN speaks of such bodily trust as “animal 

faith”: “Without this animal faith in a dependable external world we literally would not live as 

bodies. . . . By faith, by counting upon persistent factors in our environment we live as bodies and with 

our brains think out this common world” (MR 79).  In HRN's bodily trusting and brain thinking we 
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have what will be refined in Polanyi and Poteat as tacit and explicit knowing.  HRN never uses 

Polanyi's tacit/explicit and from/to words.  The closest he comes to it is in “inconspicuous shiftings” in 

a bicycler, bodily trust in animal faith, and in distinguishing internal history's looking with rather than 

at: “One must look with them and not at them to verify their visions, participate in their history rather 

than regard it if one would apprehend what they apprehended.  The history of the inner life can only be 

confessed by selves who speak of what happened to them in the community of other selves” (MR 73;  

RTP 52). 

While all our knowing is situational, through these embodied acritical convictions within our 

particular standpoint, we do grasp reality, not as a whole but as aspects of an unfathomable whole.  In 

our “history of the inner life,” moreover, we discern our fundamental relatedness to others and thus, 

released from modern isolation, recover a shared world: “Here [in internal history] we do not only live 

among other selves but they live in us and we in them.  Relations here are not external but internal so 

that we are our relations and cannot be selves save as we are members of each other” (MR 70; RTP 68). 

To know another is to know him or her in act: “Selves are known in act or not at all” (MR 146; RTP 

68).  Another way of saying this is that we are “elusive selves” (MR 64).  We reveal aspects of 

ourselves in act, while our personal agency that reveals eludes notice.

Within this inward dimension of my self acting, I encounter revelation as God acting in my 

inner life, in my heart.  Revelation is a “special occasion” in which the divine self-in-act acts in my 

acting self providing an image or pattern that makes intelligible our past, present, and future as we live 

them: “Time in our history is not another dimension of the external space world in which we live, but a 

dimension of our life and of our community's being.  We are not in this time but it is in us” (MR 69).  

“[O]ur time is our duration . . . , not a number but a living, a stream of consciousness, a flow of feeling, 

thought and will” (MR 69).  As our past “abides in us” (MR 69) revelation makes it “intelligible” (MR 
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110).  In our present, revelation helps us “understand what is going on” (MR 123).  As our future, 

“present in us as our potentiality” (MR 69), revelation “discover[s]what is implicit in our lives and  will 

become explicit” (MR 130; RTP 70-71).

The result is the ongoing integration of the self beyond modernity's fragmentations.  Within our 

hearts, our bodily trusting and unconscious convictions, God “ties all our world together by meeting us 

in every event. . . . [T]he oneness which the God of Jesus Christ demands in us is not the integration of 

our purposes and values but our integrity, singleness of mind and purity of heart” (MR 185).

From 1941 until his death July 5, 1962, HRN worked on the nature of the personal, struggling 

free finally of Cartesian dualism in his posthumously published The Responsible Self: An Essay in 

Christian Moral Philosophyviii and other writings 1958-62.  His emerging postcritical thinking can be 

traced in this period as he engages positively not only Polanyi but Merleau-Ponty and Wittgenstein.ix 

His incipiently postcritical engagement with the problem of language, already significant but 

not prominent in 1941, becomes all the more clear as he affirms first person singular as central to 

religious talk.x  Already in MR, long before the later Wittgenstein, HRN says: “theology can attempt to 

state the grammar, not of a universal religious language, but of a particular language, in order that those 

who use it may be kept in true communication with each other and with the realities to which the 

language refers” (MR 18; RTP 11).  He speaks of a form of life—“what form religious life must take” 

(MR 17)—and uses a comparative method putting different forms of religious life next to each other in 

order to catch beneath concepts' abstractions what is really there.  Revelation as experienced in a form 

of religious life is expressed in “no third person proposition, . . . but only in the direct confession of the 

heart” (MR 153-154).

In addition to the grammar of language as used in forms of religious life, HRN in 1941 explores 

language as metaphor, in contrast to “concepts and doctrines,” which expresses the actuality of events 
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and makes present the divine self in our inwardness: “what is revealed is not so much the mode of  

divine behavior as the divine self” (MR 130).  In HRN's exploration of the personal in his last twenty-

one years, he employs five big metaphors (which, using his word, I will call “root metaphors” [RS 153])

as religious life forms that express different aspects of our being in the world.  History is the first, then 

value, faith, feeling, culminating in responsibility.

In 1941 in addition to grammar with a comparative method and metaphor, his interest in 

language includes a theory of linguistic meaning as contextual and performative, religious meaning as 

first personal grounded in and expressive of faith, the nature of myth as negative misapplication of the 

personal to the external world (later in 1960 to become positive as the “metahistory” of our personal 

being, RS 106), and dialogue as defining both self and world (RTP 21-38).

 As I have plunged back into HRN's writing and what I have written about him, I realize how 

much of Bill's thematic engagements are present in HRN, even if not prominent, in 1941: our being as 

personal; the temporality of our personal being that should not be conceived in terms of external space; 

modernity's problem of dualism that separates us from others, reality, our own selves, and shatters our 

confidence in religious language—through use of critical reason; the fundamental relatedness in our 

being in the world through our bodies; the solution to look within the depths of the lived reality of 

ourselves and find beneath all knowing and being an acritical foundation of faith as trust in the 

reasoning heart; to express this in first person talk; to use our imaginations through metaphor, symbol, 

and dialogue within which reality, including the reality of God, makes itself present in us; to find 

confirmation of personal talk (which is not subjective) in a community's sharing the same standpoint 

and saying to one another what each can confess as their experience.  

The only themes in Bill I don't find in HRN are Bill's aural/visual and speaking/written 

distinctions, and arguing that rational scientific thinking and religious talk are of  “the same order.”   
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While HRN's dialogical manner of thinking and teaching is as well in Bill's background of study at 

Yale, Bill's use of dialogue as sharp Socratic dialectic is different from HRN's use of dialogue as 

conversational exploration.xi

PASCAL AT DUKE

While we cannot know what was foremost in Bill's mind from his time with HRN at Yale, we 

can follow him moving from HRN as background to engage Pascal at Duke.  His dissertation, “Pascal's 

Conception of Man and Modern Sensibility,”xii is an exciting comparison of Pascal and Descartes.  Bill 

would have encountered Pascal in The Meaning of Revelation as HRN uses him to explore the inward 

depths of the self through “reasons of the heart.”  All knowing, for HRN and Poteat's Pascal, arises 

from the passions of the heart, as they direct us toward particular realities, whether the external world 

or inward soul.  Sounding like Jonathan Edwards with talk of affections orienting the self, whom Bill 

would have encountered through HRN,  Bill says of Pascal: “the affective faculties of the soul 

determine its [reason's] disposition; the noetic faculties apprehend whatever is at their disposal by 

virtue of the orientation of the soul” (PCMMS 346).

Anticipating Polanyi, Poteat's Pascal (like HRN's inward historical knowing) says reason is, 

therefore,  always an “interested reason,” and thus always submits to some authority: “The reason that 

employs any method, to be effective, must be an obedient and submissive reason.  The reason is always 

an interested reason.  It is never pure because it always submits itself to the discipline of what is, and 

because it does this willingly in order that it may satisfy its own desire for the truth, whether it be the 

truth about spatio-temporal events about the past, about the nature of the good, or about the character 

of life in the  state” (PCMMS 197-198; Bill's italics).  Therefore, “man is aware that there is something 

into conformity with which his thoughts are to be brought, not a mind to which things are to be 

conformed” (357).
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Knowing is driven by desire, by love, for “one has to love the truth in order to find it” (411).  

Knowing depends not only upon love but faith as we trust these passions exercised through the will to 

lead us to truth.  All knowing—whether mathematical, scientific, or religious—is grounded then in 

what Polanyi will call “tacit commitments,” which Poteat's Pascal speaks of as “a priori intuitions of 

the heart” (357).      

Will is important for Poteat's Pascal because in it we experience the conflict of desires, which is 

absent from Descartes as the will for him merely assents to what clear and distinct thinking sees: “It is 

the superficial and 'indifferent' will of the mathematician, assenting to a mathematical proposition” 

(325; Bill's italics).  

Born with two loves, love of God and love of self, we live in existential ambivalence because 

we have lost the love of God and are thus dominated by that love of self which pervades our whole 

sense of reality: “We only understand this ambivalence when we realize that God has created  man 

with two loves[,] one for God and one for himself, that the love of God has been lost and its infinity 

transferred to the self” (342).  When we look within, we find that our lives and thinking are rooted in 

these passions, and that they are in conflict.  The passion for self has usurped the passion for God by 

orienting our selves towards what our consciousness conceives and ego wants, and wants to control.

Having lost connection with the divine depths within, we exteriorize self and world which 

“mean[s] that man becomes a chimera, an inexplicable alien in the world. . . . Man is subordinated to 

nature and can no longer be seen in the round, for now he is understood merely as the observer of 

nature.  Nature comes to be understood as unrelated to the God who is the gracious Father of man.  It 

becomes an impersonal system fit for manipulation and control, untouched by grace” (PCMMS 21).  

Bill goes on to say that “Pascal on the other hand sought to understand the self as an integral subject of 

experience, interacting dynamically with its whole environment” (336).  
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Descartes is paradigmatic for modernity as he conceives of space only in terms of math and 

motion (in terms of “primary qualities” only, following Galileo [117]), and the self only as explicit 

consciousness devoid of any of the existential ambivalence and emotional drives that are the 

springboard for Pascal's reflections on self and world.

  Pascal's solution is to turn back to our inwardness to understand what the self is, to start with 

anthropology, not (as Descartes does) with external space and clear and distinct ideas apparently 

untrammeled by feeling.  For Poteat's Pascal, as HRN saw, we live in inwardness, in time that is 

qualitative: “irreversible and decisive . . . , the inwardly apprehended unfolding of our existence, . . . 

[which] carries man away from the irrevocable past decision and forward toward new decisions and 

finally to death” (350).  Conceiving time in spatial terms, Descartes allows no room for “'time' in which 

decision may take place”xiii (351).

Our world is an imagined world, approached through one of two kinds of mind: “the one 

geometrical, and the other what may be called the imaginative (de finesse)” (149).  Like HRN, Poteat's 

Pascal recognizes we use dominant images to understand reality.  For Descartes “imagination is filled 

with images from the spatial world. . . . Consequently the interior life was reduced to the motion of 

atoms through space. . . . Time, being but a dimension of motion, is no longer that in which real change 

takes place . . .” (422-423).

Speaking of personal time and imagination, present in the background of HRN's thought, Bill 

comes to one of his major insights, present in neither HRN nor Pascal, though implicit in both.  He will 

work at clarifying throughout his career the difference between speaking-hearing and seeing: “the 

interior human world, [is one] where the images of listening, hearing, speaking and of understanding 

the humanly uttered word are dominant, because the human world is one, not of seeing primarily, but 

paradigmatically of communication by means of vocal sounds—that is of speaking—this begins to be 
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subordinated to the spatial world” (46; Bill's italics).  The ear is “passive to its objects . . .waiting, 

expecting, listening, hearing and communicating,” whereas “the eye explores space” (357). Interesting, 

in his first entree into this insight, which he will reverse later, he presents the hearing world as 

“simultaneous” within which attention can shift, whereas the “visual world is not present 

simultaneously” (358-359) since you have to move your body to see things.

In turning inward to reconnect consciousness with our passionate depths, to affirm our timeful 

being and imaginative creativity as persons, and to trust what is given in and to these depths, Poteat's 

Pascal asserts the incarnation of God in Christ to be “the new principium of knowledge.”  Quoting 

Pascal: “Jesus Christ is the end of all and the centre to which all tends.  Whoever knows Him knows 

the reason of everything” (460).  Using Tillich's phrase, Pascal “sought to recover the theonomous 

personality with its interior depths.”  While Bill later will speak of the incarnation as the “real 

presence” of Christ in his own life, here he speaks only traditionally of the incarnation as God in 

Christ, who when encountered, “stirs the heart to real assent in real time” (461).

All of the themes of Bill's mature thought are present here in his exploration of Pascal.  While 

the hearing/sight distinction does not appear in any of Bill's quotations from Pascal, this insight comes 

in the context of his work on Pascal.  I think it emerges from his engagement with the shift in the visual 

arts moving into the Renaissance, stressing seeing from a single-point perspective, that resonates with 

physicists and mathematicians looking at space.  What does not appear until much later in his life is a 

central insight that both rational and scientific knowing and religious thought are grounded in the 

“same order” of the tacit commitments and creativity of our personal being.  In the dissertation Bill 

criticizes Existentialists for accepting the Cartesian conception of the world, which Pascal does not: 

Descartes “gives us a pure consciousness suspended by nothing, in an alien, infinite world save its own 

exertions.  Kierkegaard's figure of treading water is perfect.  The existentialists have really accepted 
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these two premises quite uncritically, and have turned from them to work out the solution to the human 

predicament which they precipitate” (140).  Bill sets Pascal and Descartes in opposition but does not 

argue that the scientific and religious are both based on the depths of our inwardness, although this is  

implicit in his affirmation of passions underlying all knowing.

BILL'S THEOLOGICAL REFLECTIONS EARLY AND LATE

Reading The Primacy of Persons and the Language of Culture with Bill's essays ranging from 

1953 to 1981, I am struck with his serious engagement with doing theology, especially in the 1950s.  

Looking again into Polanyian Meditationsxiv one is hard put to find theological reflection.  He does 

from time to time make theological remarks throughout his three books, such as expressing 

congeniality with HRN's exploration of faith as the foundation of our being as selves in his 

posthumously published Faith on Earth: An Inquiry into the Structure of Human Faith,xv and in using 

St Paul's phrase fifteen times in one book of that “in which I live and move and have my being” (RTG 

23, et al).  He does not, however, develop his theological insights as he did earlier.  What does this say 

about the theological significance of his thought for him and about what he was doing in his latter 

career in his three postcritical books?  And what does it mean for any of us who want to think 

theologically from the mindbody ground?

If we compare an early essay from 1954 in which he declares “I am doing theology” with an 

essay from 1974 in which he declares a programmatic commitment, henceforth, to seek “a post-

Cartesian intellectual equilibrium,” I think we may find some clues as to why he has largely suspended 

his theological forays of the 1950s-1970s in order to expend his energies in the 1980s-1990s in 

postcritical explorations.

In 1954 Bill writes “The Incarnate Word and the Language of Culture.”xvi   Here he explores the 

relation between Christ and culture, obviously with HRN in the background (whose book Christ and 
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Culture was published in 1951).  What is the relation, he asks, between the assertion that “God was in 

Christ” and all of the human activities and goals that are human culture (PPLC 95)?  This very question 

arises, he says, because of “a critical spirit” born of the encounter of the Hebraic with the Greek.

What he does with this question is, in my mind, exciting theology.  Rather than relating the 

Christ of faith to the Jesus of history, he says the “word Christ refers to . . . [our] experience of 

reconciliation” (101).  Christ is not an “object” but a “new reality” (100) that I experience by being in 

that reality: “I am no longer referring to a reality; I am in that reality” (103).  He is talking about what 

the high churches call “the real presence” (see 100, 111) and St Paul speaks of: “For me to live is 

Christ” (108), and “Christ lives in me” (112).

Bill explains this affirmation of intimate withinness by talking, of course, about the logic of  

such statements.  While such talk has a grammatical subject and object, the logic is one of personal  

experience in which “there is no separation between . . . subject and object” (111).  While it is the 

symbol of Christ in the historical Jesus that gets us going, “Christ in me” is not symbolic (in the sense 

of pointing at something elsewhere): “the symbol 'Christ' brings us to a nonsymbolic reality” (110).  

“Christ” correlates with the “I” “which stands behind all language, yet which as active, systematically 

eludes all language” (112).  He is speaking of the elusive self who stands behind all our words, giving 

them, as he will write later, our “personal backing.”xvii  “Christ in me” is an experience of the elusive 

“I” of God participating in my elusive “I” so that it makes no sense to speak of a separation of subject 

and object, as these two realities, I and God, are coinherent (to borrow a word from Charles Williams).  

How then in this intimate inner-participation are self and God related?  He says: “we now have 

I-Thou” (112; Bill's italics).  What I would say he needs here is talk of tacit knowing.  While he has 

encountered the thought of Polanyi, he has not yet carried away a typescript of Personal 

Knowledge.xviii  Polanyi's insistence on “indwelling” other realities through tacit awareness would help 
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Bill express the greater intimacy he is asserting. Buber's metaphor is usually taken as a relation 

between two subjects rather than an interpenetration (although Buber can speak of being one with 

somethingxix). The meaning of “God was in Christ,” for Bill, is an affirmation of the divine incarnation 

in me: “that 'making present' of the living Christ in my own existence . . . is the real thing, the 

Incarnation itself, just right here within the very act of existing which is myself” (108; Bill's italics)!

This is radical stuff, postcritical theology before Bill has immersed himself in Personal 

Knowledge.  If we now go to 1974, in “Persons and Places,”xx Bill again is speaking of incarnation but 

not in such terms of intimate participation, the real presence, but curiously (like neo-orthodox) of 

standing before God as our only personal place in the modern world that has displaced us by locating 

us in objective space: “The incarnation faith deprives a man of his place in nature, in the city, in 

historical memory, in order to give him a place before the Lord.”  This means that all places become 

“contingent” except as God calls me to a particular place (PPLC 41).  When in the modern world we 

lose this connection with God, all the world becomes contingent, a space I live in but nowhere my 

place.

Given Bill's emphasis in his dissertation on Pascal overcoming Descartes' alienation from the 

world by starting anthropologically with a self's inwardness, it is strange for him to speak in 1974 of 

having no intrinsic habitation in the world except when standing before God.  Incarnation here would 

seem to be no longer dwelling of the divine in us as we dwell bodily in the world but a means to stand 

before God beyond the world.

Then Bill does an even stranger thing I do not understand.  He quotes a famous passage in 

Pascal (originally written, according to Joseph Campbell, in the twelfth-century hermetic Book of the 

Twenty-four Philosophers,xxi): “the reality of things  . . . is an infinite sphere, the centre of which is 

everywhere, the circumference nowhere” (32).  As a symbol of God, this would work very well to 
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express that wherever in the universe we stand, we stand “before God” whose center is everywhere 

without limits.  The way Bill takes this, however, is that it exhibits the placeless reality of the 

burgeoning scientific perspective: it is “Pascal . . . facing a universe of mere spatial magnitudes” (34).  

In his dissertation Bill explicitly says that Pascal in this quote “has given the definitive description of 

this world which has no center . . .” (PCMMS 115).  Very odd, since the quote says that reality is an 

infinite sphere whose center is everywhere.

No question, as Bill points out, that Pascal felt personal dissolution in scientific space, as Pascal 

says: “The eternal silence of these infinite spaces frightened me” (Pensees, Frag 206; PPLC 34).  

Pascal is feeling terrified by the immensity of the visible spatial universe that modern science is 

envisaging, but he speaks of this immensity being encompassed by the still greater immensity of God: 

“The whole visible world is only an imperceptible atom in the ample bosom of nature.  No idea 

approaches it.  We may enlarge our conceptions beyond all imaginable space; we only produce atoms 

in comparison with the reality of things” (Pensees, Frag 72; PPLC 32).  Pascal immediately goes on to 

say, which Bill ignores: “In short, it [the visible world] is the greatest sensible mark of the almighty 

power of God” (Pensees, Frag 72).xxii  I take “the ample bosom of nature” and “the reality of things,” 

which contain the “visible world” within it as an “atom,” as metaphors for encompassing divinity, the 

power of God.

I also find it incomprehensible that Bill does not turn here to Pascal's “reasons of the heart” as 

his solution to the terrifying objective emptinesses that critical reason is opening up.  Is this not Pascal's 

way of talking about what Bill will call personal knowing of the mindbody?

In any case, at the end of this essay he makes a programmatic statement about his future 

endeavors.  Shall we say, as William Agonistes in 1974 in “Persons and Places,” he declared his 

henceforth undying commitment to seek—and calls us to seek with him—self-liberation by struggling 
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against our entire culture: “this self-liberation will require a disciplined, arduous, relentless, painful, 

and patient process of seeking a post-Cartesian intellectual equilibrium, working at every point against 

the grain of our entire culture, denying ourselves the respite—and the sweet pleasures—of rushing into 

the streets every fortnight with some new messianic word” (PPLC 42).

POTEAT'S PHILOSOPHICAL MEDITATIONS

Bill is faithful in his later writings to his commitment in seeking to recover our personal 

mindbodily being in the world as the ground of all knowing, doing, and being.  He seeks to achieve “a 

post-Cartesian intellectual equilibrium” through exploring: the tacit dimension, the body's contribution 

to knowing and speaking, how words work and the logic of religious speech in the first person singular, 

the imagination, the dialogical, the distinction between spoken and written meaning, and reality 

understood through the Hebraic picture of speaking and hearing in contrast to modernity's Greek 

picture based on seeing and writing—all over against Cartesian dualism and its Enlightenment 

developments.  

There is much here to wrestle with in order to understand more fully what he means by this 

ground.  While I am very much interested in that, what I want to call your attention to is how little 

theology there is in his three postcritical books, and ask again, Why is this?  Now I ask this recognizing 

his postcritical insight, with which I agree, that the distinction between philosophy and theology no 

longer makes sense:  “This means that neither for Niebuhr nor for me is the distinction between 

philosophy and theology any longer a fruitful, or even tenable, one” (RTG 116-117xxiii).  Nevertheless, 

my question is about the use of religious talk.  Why is there so little in these latter books?

The one piece of theological reflecting I find in Polanyian Meditations is his Yahwist theology.  

This in fact exemplifies Bill's melding the theological and philosophical.  In speaking theologically of 

the oral-aural way of Yahweh addressing and covenanting with Israel, as a postcritical picture of 
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dynamic interaction in dialogue, over against modernity's critical picture based in the Greek picture of  

reality as what we see, with everything displayed before our gaze, I sense he is saying something more 

radical than that the Hebraic conceives a Being who addresses us, whereas Being for Greeks is eternal 

and static.   I think he is saying philosophically that it is the nature of reality to be dynamically 

dialogical.  Yahweh exemplifies this, is the model for understanding reality as surprising and 

revelatory, as creative scientists know it to be.  He says that, like us as speakers, Yahweh as speaker is 

“absolutely contingent” in what he will say, yet is not random, and that he owns his words, is entirely 

faithful in doing, thereby “manifest[ing] his identity as faithfulness” (PM 128).  Yahweh's surprising 

address and interactions with humans is “a metaphor for reality” (129).  

Bill winsomely remarks, sensing his readers' bewilderment: “You may find that the 

explicitation [Bill's coinage for making explicit] of the logic of this picture only serves to darken 

understanding and render still more problematic than before its uses as a metaphor for reality” (129).  If 

this is true that Bill understands reality as dialogical and revelatory—which HRN came to affirm at the 

end of his lifexxiv—then he has retained his incarnational faith.  Reality addresses me and is faithful in 

its contingent expressions; in my dialogical response, I can experience these within me as real 

presence.  If true, then what I see as Bill's earlier misunderstanding of Pascal's statement can be made 

good: like the dabhar (word) of God, the reality of things is a center everywhere and a circumference 

nowhere.

  Retention of his incarnational faith continues through to Recovering the Ground in which he 

affirms “I experience myself as this mindbodily being, concentered in my incarnate self before the I 

will be that I will be, even as Abraham, I dwell in my ground in its ground—where no dualism can gain 

purchase” (RTG 122-123; cf 134-135; Bill's italics).

In the light of all this what can I say about why he turns from doing theology to primarily doing 

philosophy?
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ANECDOTE:

POTEAT MID-WIFING ME INTO LOGIC OF RELIGIOUS TALK

I have finally found and listened to cassette tapes that Bill and I exchanged Spring 1971.  He 

suddenly departed for the spring semester to the University of Texas in Austin when I was in residence 

for the academic year.  I do not know, but my sense was that something political in the university was 

at issue.  Soon after he became Chairman of the Religion Department; maybe that was it.  In any case, 

a sign of his sense of responsibility, he would not leave his students unattended.  He engaged me in 

sending tapes back and forth about my work for the semester as I completed classwork and prepared 

for Prelims.

The first tape is my sounding very erudite (as if I knew something back then) talking about 

papers I had written for Harry Partin at Duke on Jung, Eliade, Bellah, and Tillich, and for Virgil 

Aldrich at Chapel Hill on Wittgenstein and Merleau-Ponty.  While those teachers approved of what I 

had done, Bill saw my papers as examples of an unreconstructed critical approach that needed to be 

awakened to a postcritical perspective.  His mentoral attentions to me in this condition were more like a 

Zen Master than a mid-wife.  He whacked me with how what I had written and was talking about in the 

tape was “weird,” “absurd,” “stupid,” “shocking.”  I remember in a class smiling as Bill told someone 

that what they had just said showed them to be a “postcritical basket case.”  Now it was coming at me.

What had I done?  In the Wittgenstein and Merleau-Ponty paper he wanted me to go deeper and 

to think like them rather than simply talking about similarities between them.  That's a good teacherly 

encouragement.  In the paper for Partin, I now see that the problem of theism I was wrestling with 

through these thinkers was made a problem by being couched in a “critical” framework.  Tillich and 

the others were seeking a way of talking about religion in an existential relational context in rejection 

of the theistic God as an independent Supreme Entity.  I said nothing about the logic of God-talk, as I 

resonated with their rejection and search.
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What he was trying to awaken me to see was that the “critical” modern world made “God” a 

problem by accrediting rationality and scientific reasoning while casting suspicion on all religious talk 

because subjective and not publicly verifiable.  The biblical and religious, however, Bill wanted to 

affirm having the same footing as scientific assertions because both rest upon our personal mindbodily 

commitments and creativity.  As he said in the tape: “The contingency of Isaiah and Jeremiah and the 

book of Genesis' ways of talking about religion, religiousness, and the object of religiousness are 

philosophically, or if you like logically, of the same order as the contingency of the whole modern 

scientific, empiricistic, psychologistic way of talking about these matters, and philosophically we do 

not have any clear mandate to favor one over the other, although tactically and existentially there may 

be reason for doing this” (Tape Poteat to Keiser, March 10, 1971; my italics).

Isn't it weird to call Tillich, et al, and me, wrestling with the critical problem of a theistic God, 

“weird,” when we have been living with this challenge at least since Feuerbach, although many 

theologians are singing about “God” happily in their invisible chains of “critical” neo-orthodoxy?  Why 

does he feel the need to whack me rather than gently pointing out that the problem of theism is a 

construct of a critical framework?xxv  Is it that once again a good interested student can't see what's 

going on?  Is it just his style of Socratic inquiry, which I love and was already using in my teaching 

before meeting Bill, although I sought to raise pungent questions without the Zen stick?  Is it that he 

feels how big a deal it is to go up against Tillich and the modern tradition, which elicits his emphatic 

words?  Or is there something in him that is trying to persuade himself of the truth which he finds 

himself believing?

Whatever the reasons, it's got me thinking.  And I think there is a clue here as to why he shifts 

the primacy of his thinking from theology to philosophy.  He realizes people (including himself?), and 

his postcritically inclined, but not awakened, students, like myself, cannot be persuaded of the radical 
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personal religious claims he is making about God incarnate in each of us without first showing how all 

claims to truth are personal and rest upon the acritical foundation of our being mindbodily in the world. 

If he can persuade that they are “logically of the same order,” then he can use religious language and be 

talking about something real that can be understood.  No doubt, I approach Bill from my own point of 

view.  I know I have this problem and I believe I see it in him.  If we all were born in the 

Enlightenment, as Bill liked to say, then we all wrestle with embarrassment of speaking religious truth 

in the first person singular.  In a moment, I will exhibit my own angst in this—amongst you whom I am 

trusting to understand, or at least, wanting, as I am, to try to understand.

His personal theological affirmations are not subjective, despite what critical reason shouts.  

Nor are they objective.  But they can be true.  “Christ in me” is an expression of a reality in my 

experience beneath subject and object.  Having established the ground for this and all kinds of speech 

in his three books, why doesn't he return to this theological affirmation to develop it further to show us 

how to do postcritical theology and how what we say can be true?  I don't know the answer, but I do 

know the question: “and what are we to do about it?”

HOW CAN WE SPEAK RELIGIOUSLY FROM OUR MINDBODY GROUND?

If Poteat's main effort is to recover the ground of all our knowing, doing, and being as the 

mindbody, which then legitimates religious talk as logically having the same order as “critical” claims, 

what then are we to do once we have been returned to our whole person; how are we to think and write 

theologically; how are we to be mindbodily in the world religiously?

How can we confirm the truth of our first person singular expressions about God or other 

religious matters, when we know that rational and scientific expressions find confirmation in logical 

argument and publicly verifiable evidence, and that religious statements don't have that?  How  can I be 

sure that anything I say mindbodily in the first person, which is not publicly confirmable by  reason 

and evidence, is true?  
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Since postcritical encompasses “critical,” rather than denying it and returning to “precritical,” 

how can I take account of my “critical” audience's understanding when I use words postcritically 

(whatever that means) such as “God,” “faith,” “Christ,” even perhaps “I believe in God the Father . . .” 

or “In the beginning God created the heavens and earth” (which Bill says he is inclined in his latter 

days to recitexxvi)?  Isn't Bill suggesting that postcritical meaning would be different from critical 

meaning?  What is that difference and how can I responsibly use any of these words that will be 

misconstrued by a “critical” listener?

What, Bill, when we cannot count on the criteria of critical reason, are the distinguishing marks 

of true religious first person speech?  If rational and religious talk are of “the same order,” don't we 

need criteria by which to assess the truth of others' and my own religious statements?

Perhaps Bill is getting at this when he affirms “existential intuition” where “a claim cannot be 

proven by philosophical argument”: “Its sole warrant would come from your own existential intuition 

that it is this way in your own acts of owning your words.  I would not underestimate the extent to 

which our ethos alienates us from this intuitive certainty; but I would also ask: if this is not to be 

trusted, how can anything be?” (PM 127-128; Bill's italics).  He doesn't explain what he means by 

“existential intuition,” but don't we need to know if we are to discern what is religiously true in 

personal statements?  How do we avoid personal statements that are mere subjective assertions or that 

are distorted by the deceit of ego?  How do we assess each other's personal statements?

WHAT IS THE LOGIC  AND LOCATION OF RELIGIOUS TALK?

While Bill does not venture forth, he has set us up with his philosophical meditations to speak 

confidently in a first person mode.  Shouldn't we make the attempt?  Whatever held him back, should 

we be similarly constrained?  Here's a go at it.  Having no explanation of what he meant by “existential 

intuition,” I would think “intuition” directs me to start from my mindbody ground at a level of non-
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cognitive awareness—the tacit dimension.  For the roots of the logic of religious talk, don't we need to 

look within, rather than to things without that science deals with?  I think so, and to get at the roots of 

the religious, I find that we need to go even deeper than the tacit roots of our knowing.

If such theological affirmations, as “God was in Christ,” are about my experience of the “real 

presence” in me, then I need to descend into the tacit depths of my intuitive existence.  The logic of this 

kind of experiential religious talk functions, then, on this existentialist level of depth.  The depths in my 

being a whole self in the world, not objects in the world, are what religious talk is about.  Can I reflect 

on what reality I find within and through the depths of my tacit dimension?  Can I reflect, in Bill's 

words, on “ my ground in its [Yahweh's] ground” in which “I dwell . . . where no dualism can gain 

purchase” (123; Bill's italics).  Notice Bill, I am speaking, as you insist, in the first person singular.  

Where Bill has brought us to begin thinking postcritically, Polanyi speaks of this place in the 

following way:

I believe that the function of philosophic reflection consists in bringing to light and affirming as 

my own, the beliefs implied in such of my thoughts and practice as I believe to be valid; that I 

must aim at discovering what I truly believe in and at formulating the convictions which I find 

myself holding” (PK 267; see Poteat, PM 193).

A Poteatian remark about how words are used is requisite here.  The word “belief” does not 

mean belief in a concept, but belief as trust, commitment, confidence, as in “I believe in you.”  (This 

distinction is something I learned from Niebuhr.)  What Polanyi “truly believe[s] in”are his existential 

commitments in his tacit dimension.  These are not intellectual ideas he holds in consciousness but 

relations with realities he dwells amidst and is tacitly invested in.

To do postcritical theology I start in the tacit dimension of my mindbodily being in the world 

seeking to discover my commitments deep down and the realities they are embrangled with.  This is 
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already familiar to me as a Quaker.  As I have taught Quakerism alongside of Polanyi, Poteat, and 

Merleau-Ponty, I have discerned a commonality.  What Polanyi calls the tacit dimension, Poteat calls 

mindbodily being, and Merleau-Ponty calls prereflective consciousness, Friendsxxvii call waiting 

attentively in Silence.

While it includes the tacit and prereflective, this Silence as the further reaches of the personal, 

undergirding our being, is deeper than the tacit silence underlying our knowing, and is where we can 

become aware in our knowing of the knottedness and captivities of ego, the dualistic splits, in our 

personal being.

George Fox, founder of the Quaker movement, articulates his approach to religious truth in his 

challenge the first time Margaret Fell heard Fox preach (she who would later become the major 

administrator for Quakers, and still later his wife): “You will say, Christ saith this, and the Apostles say 

this; but what canst thou say?”xxviii   

So I am caught, challenged, and inspired by Fox's “What canst thou say?,” echoed by Polanyi's  

passion to “discover” his lived commitments, by HRN's confession of inner life experience, by Pascal's 

reasoning of the heart,  and by Bill's insistence we speak from our mindbodily ground in the first 

person singular.  The word I would use for my approach in this postcritical endeavor I take from 

Merleau-Ponty, although Polanyi uses it as well in the quote above: reflective.  To transcend the critical 

thinking of Descartes and Kant, that is, to think postcritically about theological matters, I reflect within 

and on my experience as a mindbody.  This means a meditative descent into Silence and a receptive 

waiting attentive to what will arise from my tacit dimension.  Such attentiveness to the fuller reality of 

what is in and around me is different from the Kantian imposition of a framework to explain what is 

given. 

HOW DO I SPEAK RELIGIOUSLY?
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Reflecting within the depths of my mindbody with the question of God's reality, I look for what 

I can call God in my lived reality.  When I descend into Silence and search for divinity within my life, I 

come upon a stillness.  My form of meditation is Quaker but many others similarly engage this reality, 

something that feels fully real yet is different from stillness as merely an absence of noise.  In such 

stillness I can experience mystery—surrounding and pervading me.

I am speaking religiously of experiencing mystery in my tacit dimension of my mindbodily 

being in the world.  For those believers who try to nail God's reality with irrefutable concepts, it is 

inconceivable that experiencing Mystery is one way in which we “know” God.  Experiencing Mystery 

is having a sense or having a feel of this strange reality.  This makes my critical mind anxious and 

upset because since Descartes we have demeaned feeling as purely subjective, actually as impurity.  To 

speak in the first person singular, however, to think postcritically, I must take feeling seriously.  

Polanyi is helpful here.  While he argues for the existence of the tacit dimension by using 

psychological experimental evidence in The Tacit Dimension,xxix he also speaks of “the feeling we have 

of our body” (16) and “intimation of something hidden, which we may yet discover” (22-23).  In 

Personal Knowledge he emphasizes the passions that motivate scientists towards discovery and the 

trust in communication within the scientific community.  He as well recognizes that when we are on 

the verge of creative discovery or sense fruitfulness in a discovery that will reveal further aspects of 

reality, we feel the presence of our tacit dimension.  

What I am suggesting is that postcritical theology start with my first person attentiveness to this 

feeling in the depths of my tacit dimension.  In my experience of stillness, mystery, presence, guidance, 

self-illumination, self-transformation, I am interacting with what I find in inwardness to be God.  As 

these aspects of experience arise while I reflect in Silence on and in my personal being, I am now in a 

position to think about what this all means.  Yes, I am part of a tradition, Quaker and the larger 
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Christian world.  Now on the basis of my experience of reality in inwardness, I can think about its 

relation to the images and ideas in these traditions.

Having lived with the images of Jesus in the Gospels, in which I see him filled with Spirit 

audaciously freed from ego concerns, I can recognize this transformative impulse within as the 

presence of Christ in my life.  Niebuhr named self-transformation as the ongoing imperative.xxx  He 

does not, however, write about his own experiences of self-transformation.  Nor does  Bill.  Bill does 

write about what emerges from his reflections on his own interiority in his Wittgenstein-style 

Meditations and Investigations.  They are not, however, about his own particular religious experience 

but about his own transformative search to recover the ground on which such religious expression can 

arise.  What I am doing is looking within myself to name the experiences of transformation, and then 

speak them (Bill, I am trying) in the first person singular.

HOW CAN I KNOW THAT MY FIRST PERSON SPEECH IS TRUE?

Ok Bill, if rational scientific statements and religious talk are on “the same order,” how then can 

I confirm the truth of such personal utterances?  How can I be sure that what I say, when it is not 

publicly verifiable as science is, is true and not a subjectivism shaped by my own inflated ego and 

contorted self?  And what kind of “sure-ness” is possible, and do I need, to speak religiously in the first 

person?  Bill doesn't ever just lay out the distinguishing marks, but hasn't he brought us to the place 

where we need to think about it on our own, and say what we see?  

Here are some of my thoughts on the marks of true singular first person religious speech.  From 

my Quaker perspective it takes long and hard work to discern the difference in my tacit depths between 

self-aggrandizing ego and the deeper self (which Friends call “spirit”) that is not captive to my ego 

desires and dominations?  Bill was getting at this in his dissertation in Pascal's recognition of the 

human predicament caused by the two inherent loves of self and God becoming conflictual, with the 
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love of self dominating and repressing love of God.  Truth in first person religious speech will always 

be distorted if it is expressed by ego because it overlooks the fuller reality from a deeper perspective as 

experienced by the heart.  To assess the truth of first person speaking, I know I need to recognize my 

own capacity for self-deception, and to learn to distinguish heart, or my deeper self, from ego.

Reacquainting myself with feeling, which modernity has demeaned, and Pascal, HRN, and 

Polanyi have sought to recover, is crucial.  With regard to religious truth it is learning the feel of 

mystery.  It is like the taste of honey; you come to know by the taste of it.  In the feel of mystery there 

is a sense of fullness in which I feel surrounded and pervaded by an encompassing whole that exceeds 

my comprehension.  Bill was getting at this in using over and over again St Paul's expression 

(according to Luke in Acts 17:28) that in God “we live and move and have our being.”  This is like the 

sense of being pregnant with creativity of a poem, insight, or scientific discovery, a whole that is 

pressing from below; you just feel it, and it feels real.

Polanyi has argued for a sense of fruitfulness felt in scientific theory as one of the marks of its 

truth.  Taking account of this in expressions of religious truth in our personal lives is important as well. 

Is there a fittingness in what “I” say is true?  In Quaker talk, does it “speak to my condition” and is it 

“in unity with creation?”  That is, does it fit with or contort the deeper relatedness of my being in the 

world? 

Another mark I would suggest is friendship.  Does the truth I utter in personal talk about God, 

myself, and the world express friendship with or alienation from being—mine and the world's?  Is it 

affection or fear through which I relate to self and world?  

Finally, I would suggest that my first person words are true if they carry a faithfulness—a trust 

in the whole in which I live and move and have  my being.

For sure, I need dialogical sharing with others (as HRN has already said), who can confirm in 
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the depths of their own personal experience what I am finding within myself.  Rational argument 

should find its proper place—to clarify, connect, criticize—within dialogue rather than usurping it, 

since reason depends upon our tacit dialogical relatedness with all of being.

My intention here in speaking mindbodily in the first person singular, and to name some 

distinguishing marks of first person truth, is not to pull you  into theological controversy, but to 

exemplify how postcritical theology might work: reflect on (to use Niebuhr's phrase) “what is going 

on,” particularly in me in my tacit dimension, and then to think about how what I find in my depths 

relates to what has already been given in culture with which I am struggling—and then to begin to say 

what I can, what are the beliefs I find myself holding, what is going on in the depths of my mindbody.

CONCLUSION:

SO WHAT IS THE ANSWER AND WHAT QUESTIONS FOLLOW FROM IT?

So What Was Poteat Up To from the Beginning? is recovering the ground of our speaking, 

knowing, doing, and being which is our personal being as a whole mindbody.  What has been most 

helpful is to see Poteat in his literary beginnings writing about Pascal and Descartes.  In his insightful, 

erudite, and audience-sensitive dissertation, written with a young person's confidence,xxxi Bill embraces 

Pascal in his pervasive insistence to turn to and explore inwardness, and within these depths to be 

stirred by the incarnation of God in Christ (in the 1950 dissertation) or (in the 1954 essay) feel the “real 

presence” living within him.

In the light of his dissertation, Bill's subsequent work is to free himself and us from the critical 

perspective that denigrates first person singular expression and denies its depths, and to explore and 

express what it is we find in these personal depths.  If religious talk is of “the same order” as rational 

and scientific talk because both are grounded in the acritical commitments of our bodily being in the 

world, we can speak then from our personal depths without proving what we discern is true according 
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to the criteria of public verification.  While we have alienated ourselves from the world by conceiving 

it apart from our personal depths, in such talk we can feel ourselves as part of, rather than alienated, 

from the world.  Through dwelling in our depths and speaking from them, we can come to feel at home 

in the world, and in our own bodyselves.

So What Are We To Do About It? having been brought back to this ground by Bill's 

indefatigable efforts to recover it?  To use one of his favorite metaphors of tennis: the ball is now in our 

court.  In his dissertation, Bill says Pascal was “inwardly poised and therefore capable of viewing 

human experience with unblinking candor, without despair, self-pity or self-dramatization,” and what 

he found was that “God . . . is already present” (27-28).  Later in the dissertation he advocates Pascal's 

“phenomenology of the interior religious and moral experience” because “he believed an access to 

ultimate reality was available to man's soul directly” (143).  If Bill, from the beginning of his PhD 

work, has sought to free us from the critical mind's constraints, we need to think beyond where he got 

fifty years later.  

What are appropriate criteria for discerning truth in first person speech that distinguish it from 

subjectivism, and how can we speak responsibly to others in a world in which critical thought still 

prevents an “equilibrium” between scientific and religious truth?  What kind of reason is it with which 

Bill argues for this equilibrium?  Is it “critical” or “postcritical?”  If “critical,” how can critical reason 

achieve a postcritical perspective?  If “postcritical,” how does it work differently?  

How can we take account in our conception of knowing of the divided self in which ego 

dominates heart?  A divided self is a moral as well as an epistemological reality.  What are the 

implications for moral consciousness in establishing that scientific reason and religious thought are of 

“the same order?”  Is there a difference between “critical” and “postcritical” decision and action?  

How can we incorporate feeling into our understanding of the roots of our knowing, doing, and 
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being?  Why did Bill not engage with the thinkers in his time from the late 1960s on who were turning 

to first person religious speaking, such as feminists and liberationists, and how should we engage them 

from our recovered ground?  

How does embracing our personal knowing overcome our alienation from the world and 

transport us into feeling at home in being?

Answers will only emerge, I think however, if we actually explore our inwardness and share 

what we are finding in first person dialogue.  Bill is beckoning.  The ground is prepared, the calling is 

clear, at least for me, to say what I can.  Where has Bill brought you and what are you going to do 

about it?

i William H. Poteat, Recovering the Ground: Critical Exercises in Recollection (Albany: State University of New 
York Press, 1994); hence RTG.
ii On a summer afternoon Beth and I were walking on a hilltop in New Hampshire past a colonial house when an 
older couple appeared from their car headed to the house.  Greeting them, we inquired whether this was their house, and 
they invited us in.  In the ensuing conversation we discovered that the man, Chalmers Coe, had gone to Yale Divinity 
School and the woman, Pam Scherer Coe, was the daughter of a Union Seminary (NYC) biblical scholar.  Since he had 
been at YDS in the 1940s, I asked if he knew Bill Poteat.  He said Oh yes, Bill was a class ahead.  What he remembered of 
him was his intensity and especially him sitting in the shower trying to cool down.

iii H. Richard Niebuhr, The Meaning of Revelation (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1941).
iv R. Melvin Keiser, Recovering the Personal: Religious Language and the Post-Critical Quest of H. Richard 
Niebuhr (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988); hence RTP. 
v H. Richard Niebuhr, The Kingdom of God in America (Harper Torchbooks, New York: Harper and Brothers, 1959; 
orig  pub 1937). 
vi The will as committed to something HRN has taken from Jonathan Edwards' Freedom of the Will (ed Paul Ramsey, 
New Haven: Yale UP, 1957) in which Edwards says “the will always is as the greatest apparent good is,” 142.
vii In literary fragments, “Adumbrations” and “Questions about Faith in Many Contexts,” HRN explicitly mentions 
Polanyi's affirmation of trust underlying knowing and rejection of Descartes beginning with doubt, and Polanyi's 
“persuasive passion” working in scientists alongside “heuristic passion.”  I assume that HRN wrote these just after the 
publication by Michael Polanyi of Personal Knowledge: Towards a Post-Critical Philosophy in 1958 (London: Routledge 
& Kegan Paul); hence PK.  In any case, he delivers a lecture, “Science in Conflict with Morality?,” at St. Johns College in 
Annapolis on February 28, 1959, in which he quotes Polanyi's credo from PK: “I believe . . . I am called upon to search for 
the truth . . .” (H. Richard Niebuhr, Radical Monotheism and Western Culture, with Supplementary Essays [New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1960] 132-133;  RTP 51, n 14).  This is followed by HRN referring in April 10, 1959 in his Cole 
Lectures, “Next Steps in Theology” at Vanderbilt University, to the “inconspicuous shiftings of weight” in riding a bicycle 
that Polanyi speaks of in PK (RTP 52-53, n 19), and in Fall 1960 teaching parts of PK in his class on “Faith as Virtue.”

viii H. Richard Niebuhr, The Responsible Self: An Essay in Christian Moral Philosophy (New York: Harper & Row, 
1963); hence RS. 
ix For evidence of these see RTP 49-58.

x See Part Three of RTP: “Responsibility as Linguistic Life Form: Religious Grammar of the Committed Self,” 113-
148.
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xi On the dialogical nature of HRN's thinking see RTP xxii-xxiv, as dialogical teacher see RTP 35-36, on dialogue as 
a subject see RTP 36-38.
xii William Hardman Poteat, Pascal's Conception of Man and Modern Sensibility (PhD dissertation, Duke University, 1950); 

hence PCMMS.
xiiiLike Augustine who in his chapter on time is searching for a conception of time in which his conversion could actually have 

happened (see Book XI of his Confessions and my Polanyian thoughts about Augustine's conception of time: “Lived Time: 
A Polanyian Meditation on the Self and God in Augustine's Confessions” Convivium: A Six-Monthly Review of Post-
Critical Thought 18 (March 1984): 4-13.

xiv William H. Poteat, Polanyian Meditations: In Search of a Post-Critical Logic (Durham: Duke University  Press, 1985).
xv H. Richard Niebuhr, Faith on Earth: An Inquiry into the Structure of Human Faith, ed Richard R. Niebuhr (New Haven & 

London: Yale University Press, 1989).
xvi William H. Poteat, “The Incarnate Word and the Language of Culture,” The Primacy of Persons and the Language 
of Culture, eds James M. Nickell and James W. Stines (Columbia, MO and London: University of Missouri Press, 1993); 
hence PPLC.
xvii William H. Poteat, “Myths, Stories, History, Eschatology and Action: Some Polanyian Meditations,” in Thomas A. 

Langford and William H. Poteat, eds, Intellect and Hope: Essays in the Thought of Michael Polanyi (Durham, NC: Duke 
University Press, 1968), 210-215.

xviii In PM (6-7) Bill speaks of riding the train to Sheffield from Manchester after meeting Polanyi for the first time in 1955 
and carrying away with him a typescript of Polanyi's Gifford Lectures that would become Personal Knowledge.

xix “I walked on the road one dim morning, saw a piece of mica lying there, picked it up, and looked at it for a long time.  The 
day was no longer dim: so much light was caught by the stone.  And suddenly, as I looked away, I realized that while 
looking at it I had known nothing of 'object' and 'subject': as I looked, the piece of mica and 'I' had been one; as I looked, I 
had tasted unity.” Martin Buber, I and Thou , trans Walter Kaufmann (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1970; orig pub 
1923), 146, n 9 (from Buber's Daniel [1913]).

xx William H. Poteat, “Persons and Places: Paradigms in Communication,” PPLC. 

xxi “God is an intelligible sphere, whose center is everywhere and circumference nowhere.”  For citation see Joseph Campbell, 
The Masks of God: Creative Mythology (New York: The Viking Press, 1970; orig pub 1968), 31.

xxii Blaise Pascal, Pensees, The Provincial Letters (New York: The Modern Library, 1941; Pensees orig pub 1670), Frag 
#72, p 22.

xxiii I assume, but don't know, that he is referring to HRN's sub-title of his The Responsible Self as “An Essay in 
Christian Moral Philosophy.” 
xxiv RS 56-57, 64, 77, 80, 151, 160.
xxv Having just read his whacking George Steiner, while praising him, in “George Steiner: The Extra-Territorial Critic” 

(PPLC, see esp 255-256 and 264-266), perhaps I should feel honored to be among those receiving similar (although less 
elegant) treatment.

xxvi See my anecdote and Wally Mead's referenced in my essay “But Bill . . . ?: Poteatian Meditations” TAD 36:2 (2009-
2010):  47, n 13.

xxvii The official name of Quakers is The Religious Society of Friends.  Our earliest names for ourselves were “Friends 
of Truth” and “Children of the Light.”  “Quaker” was a term of derision that Friends appropriated positively.  It arose from 
people accusing Friends of quaking when they spoke, which Friends did do as they experienced the sacred filling them.  Or 
it arose from George Fox, the founder, challenging judges before whom he stood to quake with fear and trembling before 
the Truth.  Or both.
xxviii Margaret Fell, “The Testimony of Margaret Fox Concerning her Late Husband George Fox,” in Hidden in Plain 
Sight: Quaker Women's Writings 1650-1700, eds Mary Garman, et al (Wallingford, PA: Pendle Hill Publications, 1996), 
235; author's italics).
xxix Michael Polanyi, The Tacit Dimension (Garden City, NJ: Doubleday & Company, 1966).
xxx H. Richard Niebuhr, “Reformation: Continuing Imperative” Christian Century LXXVII (1960); anthologized in How 

My Mind Has Changed, ed Harold E. Fey (Meridian Books, Cleveland and New York: The World Publishing Company, 
1961). 

xxxi One manifestation of such confidence is in an anecdote Bill once told me.  He had to complete his dissertation before 
the Fall semester of teaching began.  His advisor, Robert Cushman, wrote in the margins all too many suggested revisions.  
Under the pressure of time, Bill blithely erased the comments and submitted it, without ill effect.  
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